Gianna Jakobs: sl is my favorite game
Gianna Jakobs: you can do anything here
Gianna Jakobs: including make money
You: yeah that´s very interesting
You: it´s like a mirror of our world
Gianna Jakobs: yea
Gianna Jakobs: you can do anything you want here
Gianna Jakobs: its nearly limit less
You: but most people are still at the sex-places :)
Gianna Jakobs: they will grow and evolve

sl = second life
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You: back i am :)
Gianna Jakobs: k pick a skin
You: hold on, i don´t see anything :)
Gianna Jakobs: kk
You: ok, got it :)
You: why did you give me 1000 L again?
Gianna Jakobs: to buy the skin
You: that´s so generous of you! many thanks
Gianna Jakobs: just buy one
Gianna Jakobs: lil girl
Gianna Jakobs: lol
You: :)
You: so what would you suggest?
Gianna Jakobs: pick a makeup you like
Gianna Jakobs: and color skin
Gianna Jakobs: she makes the best
Gianna Jakobs: I wear only her skins
You: is she a friend of yours?
Gianna Jakobs: nope
Gianna Jakobs: this is your color
Gianna Jakobs: but you can change
Gianna Jakobs: and I will give you numbers for your body
You: ok - so do you look exactly than like the picture?
Gianna Jakobs: no
Gianna Jakobs: you can change your face
Gianna Jakobs: its the make up and body
You: ok - i would like some more sun tan :)
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Gianna Jakobs: try enchanted
You: ok:)
Gianna Jakobs: I wear nymphet
Gianna Jakobs: that is my color
Gianna Jakobs: you can go darker
You: that´s nice:)
You: the imbued is a bit darker?
Gianna Jakobs: yea
Gianna Jakobs: its dark
You: ok, that´s cool
Gianna Jakobs: pay a dollar and try it on
Gianna Jakobs: toooo dark
You: ok, so lets try on the other one :)
Gianna Jakobs: that is lighter than me
You: really?
Gianna Jakobs: try it
Gianna Jakobs: light
You: too light?
Gianna Jakobs: do you like it
Gianna Jakobs: no
Gianna Jakobs: its nice
You: maybe a bit darker?
Gianna Jakobs: its a nice choice
Gianna Jakobs: remember, when you buy, you buy the make up
Gianna Jakobs: so choose carefully
You: but the demo is not the real make up you would choose?
Gianna Jakobs: no
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Gianna Jakobs: just color
You: maybe this one?
Gianna Jakobs: we gonna get some hair too
You: i know it looks awful :)
Gianna Jakobs: uh huh
You: i bought some, but it doesn´t look good :)
Gianna Jakobs: now you can get what you want
You: what do you think of that one, second from the top on the left?
You: ok - but i still don´t really get, why you are so generous.
You: can i give you anything back?
Gianna Jakobs: no
Gianna Jakobs: I do this a lot
Gianna Jakobs: I help newbies
Gianna Jakobs: I was a newbie once
Gianna Jakobs: all I want is for you to do the same one day in the future
Gianna Jakobs: did you ﬁnd one you like?
You: yes. that is really very nice of you!
Gianna Jakobs: I‘ve done it hundreds of time
You: but this is real money
Gianna Jakobs: shhhhhhhhh
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Gianna Jakobs: lets ﬁx your face and head
You: ok :)
Gianna Jakobs: go to appearance and put in 50 for head
Gianna Jakobs: shape 34
Gianna Jakobs: stretch 22
Gianna Jakobs: egg 50
Gianna Jakobs: shear 50
Gianna Jakobs: forhead angle
Gianna Jakobs: forhead 50
Gianna Jakobs: brow 19
Gianna Jakobs: cheeks 11 or so
Gianna Jakobs: lower 36 cheek bones 30
You: wait...
Gianna Jakobs: those numbers are just a base
Gianna Jakobs: you have to play with them
You: ok..
Gianna Jakobs: you need some lips
Gianna Jakobs: lol
You: lol
You: ok, so back into appearance?
Gianna Jakobs: yea
Gianna Jakobs: play with them
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Gianna Jakobs: help her
Marena Leandra: i have a body shape she can wear
Marena Leandra: love the hair
Marena Leandra: omg u look so pretty
Marena Leandra: ok let me give it to her
Marena Leandra gave you Abby‘s Hot Bod2.
You: thanks :)
Marena Leandra: gretchen just wear that body shape
Gianna Jakobs: just get dressed
Marena Leandra: its called abbys hot bod 2
Gianna Jakobs: lawd knows she needs a body
Gianna Jakobs: lol
Marena Leandra: has a really pretty face
Gianna Jakobs: omg
Marena Leandra: thats what i just gave her
Gianna Jakobs: that is quite an ass
Marena Leandra: look at her face
Gianna Jakobs: lol
Marena Leandra: lol she can adjust it
Marena Leandra: but her face is really pretty
You: so that´s a jlo-butt :)
Marena Leandra: lol take it down some
Gianna Jakobs: she is beautiful
Marena Leandra: lol u like the bootay
Marena Leandra: lol if u like it keep it
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Gianna Jakobs: we got one more stop
Gianna Jakobs: buy temptation
Gianna Jakobs: behind you
You: ok...
You: is it a pack?
Gianna Jakobs: hit pay
Gianna Jakobs gave you Temptation.
You: oh Gianna - what can i do with you? many thanks again...
Gianna Jakobs: you can wear it
Gianna Jakobs: ha ha
You: ok, so now i don´t look so clumsy anymore
Gianna Jakobs: you hooked up now girl
You: so, now the whole time i´m doing poses?
Gianna Jakobs: yea
Gianna Jakobs: they change
Gianna Jakobs: try walking
You: cool :)
Gianna Jakobs: check you out...smile
Gianna Jakobs: you look so cute now
You: thanks to you :)
Gianna Jakobs: follow me
You: ok
Gianna Jakobs: you will change many times
Gianna Jakobs: try sitting
Gianna Jakobs: say ao off
You: hm?
Gianna Jakobs: you will turn it off and on
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Gianna Jakobs: a lot
You: what?
Gianna Jakobs: ao on
Gianna Jakobs: your animation overrider
Gianna Jakobs: that is what we just bought
You: ok :)
Gianna Jakobs: type ao off
Gianna Jakobs: ao off
You: ao off
Temptation: Franimation override off.
You: ok
You: did it
Gianna Jakobs: see
Gianna Jakobs: get up and say
Gianna Jakobs: ao on
You: ao on
Temptation: Franimation override on.
Gianna Jakobs: see
Gianna Jakobs: feel better now?
You: ok, got it :)
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You: hello wolfgang
Wolfgang Pizoletti: hi
You: what´s going on here? why is everybody dancing?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: You get money for dancing
Wolfgang Pizoletti: when the dance pads are “on“
You: are you german?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: no
You: how come your name is wolfgang?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: LOL
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Always loved the name
Wolfgang Pizoletti: And my wife wont let me name our kid that
Wolfgang Pizoletti: so I ﬁgure here‘s a good a place as any
You: lol
You: so are you making money by dancing?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I was looking for a pad that was on, that wasn‘t taken
Wolfgang Pizoletti: can‘t ﬁnd one
You: hm....
Wolfgang Pizoletti: you can ﬁnd chairs and pads and poles and all kinds of stuff that
give you money for camping
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Some have time limits of sorts, some ask for a code, some just turn
off from time to time
You: so why do you want to go camping?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: The land owners get money from having people stay at their place
Wolfgang Pizoletti: so they provide a way for people to hang out indeﬁnitely
You: how come that there are not that many people around?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: what time zone are you in?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: for me, it‘s 2 am
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Wolfgang Pizoletti: so I ﬁgure thats why
You: for me it´s 11.00 am
Wolfgang Pizoletti: also, the client will log you out if you are inactive for 30 minutes
Wolfgang Pizoletti: unless you know how to fake it out
You: do you know how to do that?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I think so, haven‘t tried it yet but you can put your mouse on
something moving when you camp
You: ok!
Wolfgang Pizoletti: and I think the client will not kick you off
Wolfgang Pizoletti: So if you are dancing, keep your mouse on you :)
Wolfgang Pizoletti: looking for the best places
Wolfgang Pizoletti: found this place by chance
You: me, too, because it´s one of the places with the most people in
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You: i´m doing my exam now and i actually want to focus on this relationship
VR = Virtual Reality
You: between VR and RW
RW = Real World
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Cool
Wolfgang Pizoletti: :)
You: i think its very interesting how all that interweaves
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I would say the artists have a leg up on everyone here in SL
Wolfgang Pizoletti: No kidding, that‘s what got me interested in it way back when
Wolfgang Pizoletti: The whole question of what happens when you give the world
a new one to live in
Wolfgang Pizoletti: and make it easy for them to do anything they want...for the
most part
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Fascinating
You: very fascinating
You: so what do you think, did WoW change something in you life?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I would say yeah
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I think about personal relationships in RW in a different way
You: in which way?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: It‘s weird, I would say I can deal with people better
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I can analyze them easier
Wolfgang Pizoletti: hard to pinpoint
You: maybe because you are interacting a lot in the games with unknown people
Wolfgang Pizoletti: yeah, that‘s huge in games like this
Wolfgang Pizoletti: You have to be quick to decide who‘s compatible with you
You: that´s true - have you met many nice people?
WoW = World of Warcraft ist ein sogenanntes „massively multiplayer online
game“, in dem tausende von Spielern miteinander und gegeneinander kämpfen.
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Wolfgang Pizoletti: For the most part yeah, more in SL than in WoW
Wolfgang Pizoletti: But I think that‘s more along the lines of the type of game play
Wolfgang Pizoletti: People here are just friendlier
Wolfgang Pizoletti: People in WoW are not unfriendly, but more directed goal oriented
You: because there are explicit goals, aren´t there?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: yeah
You: how much time do you spend in SL?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: everybody in WoW thinks of leveling their character
Wolfgang Pizoletti: So far not much
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Today‘s been the longest at around 4 or 5 hours
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Not sure when I actually signed on
You: which level are you in WoW?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I have 2 characters, my main is lvl 45, the other is 30 something
You: that´s pretty good?
You: how many levels are there?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: 60
You: so the goal in SL is more commercial, or what do you think?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: That‘s a good question, I haven‘t ﬁgure that out yet
You: i mean the big thing is not to reach any level but to make as much money as
possible ?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: There are deﬁnitely a lot of people here selling stuff
You: that´s really very amazing
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I guess yeah
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Since you need money to buy anything from anyone or to upload
pictures for your own creations
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Or to own land for that matter
Wolfgang Pizoletti: So yeah...
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Wolfgang Pizoletti: did I pass?
You: what do you mean? :)
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I just realized the way I answered you was like I was answering an
essay question or something ;)
You: that´s true - sorry
You: i´m just very curious
Wolfgang Pizoletti: Don‘t apologize, it was all me
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I like talking about this stuff
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You: i only know people who are playing computer games on gamecube, psp,...
You: but i actually think it´s more interesting this online-role-game-thing
Wolfgang Pizoletti: yeah, it‘s more ﬂuid and open ended
Wolfgang Pizoletti: You‘ll have to explore some of the more seedy aspects of this game
Wolfgang Pizoletti: It amazes me how much of a sex industry there is here
You: really?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: I was visiting one mall the other day here, and there are people
selling sex positions and animations
Wolfgang Pizoletti: That‘s the cool part...you have no idea
Wolfgang Pizoletti: :)
Wolfgang Pizoletti: /lol
Gretchen Havercamp: so the avatars can have sex?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: yeah
Wolfgang Pizoletti: it‘s weird
Gretchen Havercamp: that´s very weird
Wolfgang Pizoletti: they even sell parts to make the avatars anatomically correct
Gretchen Havercamp: hihihi
Wolfgang Pizoletti: yeah
Gretchen Havercamp: did you buy something?
Wolfgang Pizoletti: not yet
Gretchen Havercamp: /clap
Wolfgang Pizoletti: follow me, i‘ll show you what I‘m talking about
Gretchen Havercamp: ok
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You: no, it was at that place where we ﬁrst met
Ryley Beaver: yes.. “heaven above the clouds“
You: this german girl took me into the house to show me these blue and pink balls
Ryley Beaver: the most famous place in SL
Ryley Beaver: ah yeah.. the famous balls.
You: is it?
Ryley Beaver: all kind of positions and actions.
Ryley Beaver: yes it is quite famous. everyone knows it.
Ryley Beaver: if people want to have sex, they just go there
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Prisca Leopold: i am looking for submissives currently
You: sorry - what´s submissive?
Prisca Leopold: its hard to ﬁnd good loyal ones:( too easy to run off for sex
Prisca Leopold: someone that wants to be dominated, controlled, lead around
You: so you like the part of the domina?
Prisca Leopold: i have played both parts yes
You: well, you might have to look for someone more courageous
Prisca Leopold: its not about that hun let me ﬁnd those cards, they explain more
You: ok
Prisca Leopold: have to forgive me im over 6000 items in inventory
You: don´t worry
You: so are you still looking?
Prisca Leopold: yes hun bear with me a moment
You: okok
Prisca Leopold: here we go, this explains dominance/submission very well
Prisca Leopold gave you TheKeypage01.jpg.
Prisca Leopold gave you TheKeypage02.jpg.
Prisca Leopold gave you TheKey03c.jpg.
Prisca Leopold gave you TheKeypage04.jpg.
You: so, but i don´t really get the part of the slave? why do you want a slave?
Prisca Leopold: read them
You: yeah - but i still don´t get it - it´s not very democratic
Prisca Leopold: read number 4
You: wait i have to ﬁnd it in my inventory
Prisca Leopold: itll be in a folder marked textures
You: yes i got it - well still i believe that friendship can be gained by two equal partners
Prisca Leopold: sure
Prisca Leopold: theres nothing wrong with that

Prisca Leopold: i am looking for submissives currently
You: sorry - what´s submissive?
Prisca Leopold: its hard to ﬁnd good loyal ones:( too easy to run off for sex
Prisca Leopold: someone that wants to be dominated, controlled, lead around
You: so you like the part of the domina?
Prisca Leopold: i have played both parts yes
You: well, you might have to look for someone more courageous
Prisca Leopold: its not about that hun let me ﬁnd those cards, they explain more
You: ok
Prisca Leopold: have to forgive me im over 6000 items in inventory
You: don´t worry
You: so are you still looking?
Prisca Leopold: yes hun bear with me a moment
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You: yeah - but i still don´t get it - it´s not very democratic
Prisca Leopold: read number 4
You: wait i have to ﬁnd it in my inventory
Prisca Leopold: itll be in a folder marked textures
You: yes i got it - well still i believe that friendship can be gained by two equal partners
Prisca Leopold: sure
Prisca Leopold: theres nothing wrong with that

You: so that´s some kind of samurai-philosophy?
Prisca Leopold: no hun, you asked what makes D/s work, theres the keys
right there
You: what is D/s ?
Prisca Leopold: dominance/submissivenesss
You: yes because you said you were looking for submissives
Prisca Leopold: yes i am
You: hold on my phone
im
You: sorry - i have to talk on the phone for a bit - i´ll im you later ;)

= instant message
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Gianna Jakobs: don‘t become a slave
Gianna Jakobs: its not good
You: yeah
You: somebody gave me one of these slave cards
Gianna Jakobs: be your own person
You: i don´t get it though
You: what do you have to do then?
Gianna Jakobs: anything they say
Gianna Jakobs: that is not good
Gianna Jakobs: too me
You: but that´s ridiculous!
Gianna Jakobs: so many do it here
Gianna Jakobs: men and women
You: what?
You: why?
Gianna Jakobs: they like it I guess
You: but what´s the good side of being a slave?
You: is it just sexually?
Gianna Jakobs: none
Gianna Jakobs: you can be sexual anyway
Gianna Jakobs: I don‘t do sex in game
Gianna Jakobs: Lord and I do that at home
Gianna Jakobs: lol
You: lol
You: the sex-industry is really big in sl
Gianna Jakobs: yea
Gianna Jakobs: it makes good thesis material
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Gianna Jakobs: lol
You: are you writing on a thesis?
Gianna Jakobs: no
Gianna Jakobs: but I might do phd
You: great! on the topic of online games?
Gianna Jakobs: on the impact of this game on realationships
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You: so, you are into cybersex?
Ryley Beaver: thing is.. if people really like eachother here in sl.. let‘s say, they fall
in love... they want more than just chatting and ﬂirting.
Ryley Beaver: i am not a saint here. i admit. but i mostly chat
You: so, you fall in love with someone within 5 minutes?
Ryley Beaver: it‘s not that i just want to have sex with everyone i talk to here.
Ryley Beaver: no. not in 5 miutes
Ryley Beaver: minutes
Ryley Beaver: 6 or 7 minutes LOL
You: LOL
Ryley Beaver: no.. i don‘t easily fall in love
Ryley Beaver: sometimes i fall in lust.. not love ;-)
You: but you should know that you mostly have sex with guys then
Ryley Beaver: no i am sure i did not here.
You: how come?
Ryley Beaver: i only did it once here.
Ryley Beaver: and the girl i did it with, i saw her on webcam
You: what?
Ryley Beaver: and believe me: she is a girl LOL
You: so that´s getting closer to sex then
Ryley Beaver: sort of yes.
Ryley Beaver: but still cybersex
You: i can imagine that your wife doesn´t like that
Ryley Beaver: yep.
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Ryley Beaver: so, you have your picture online?
You: no
Ryley Beaver: oh damn. LOL
Ryley Beaver: too bad
You: do you?
Ryley Beaver: yeah i have one.
Ryley Beaver: it‘s a silly pic though
You: ok, i check it
Ryley Beaver: well it‘s not in my proﬁle.
You: where is it?
Ryley Beaver: i need to send it to you..
Ryley Beaver: shall i?
You: where to?
Ryley Beaver: here in sl
You: ok
Ryley Beaver: it will appear in your textures folder after you accepted it..
Ryley Beaver: pls wait
Ryley Beaver gave you ryley_guitar.
Ryley Beaver: now you can get scared LOL
You: :)
You: that´s actually not as scary as your avatar!
Ryley Beaver: yeah.... well i look a lot younger here in sl
You: yeah and more like a proll
You: > you know proll?
Ryley Beaver: proll?
Ryley Beaver: nope. whats that?
You: yeah - like a village-macho-guy
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Ryley Beaver: LOL.
Ryley Beaver: i‘m far from that in rl ;-)
You: that´s what it looks like :)
Ryley Beaver: sorry if i am a turn off ;-)
You: no, you aren´t
Ryley Beaver: in sl i mean
You: you are maybe a bit of a turn off in sl :)
You: yeah, but in real life you don´t look like that little sex-maniac
You: whose picture was just building up in my mind
Ryley Beaver: wait till you meet me LOL
Ryley Beaver: naa just kidding.
You: better not :)
Ryley Beaver: don‘t you really have a picture there?
You: no i don´t
Ryley Beaver: that you can send by email or something.
Ryley Beaver: uploading in sl costs money
Ryley Beaver: at least it gives me an impression how you look.
You: no, sorry, i´m still unsure how to handle rl and sl
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You: so are all inhabitants of “The Forest“ some kind of lion or fox?
Seth Crystal: Some are lions, some are foxes, some are wolves. There‘s a few bears,
a few weasels, three or four rabbits....
Seth Crystal: A chozo....
Seth Crystal: I think that about covers it.
You: :)
You: how come you chose to be a lion? > you are one, right?
Seth Crystal: Cougar, but in some parts of the world they‘re called mountain lions.
Seth Crystal: I‘m a fan of cats personally, but tigers and lions are so common. I
wanted to be unique.
Seth Crystal: When I joined SL, I hadn‘t heard of anyone being a cougar.
Seth Crystal: So I made my avatar, and now I‘m told there‘s two others out there.
You: oh no :)
You: but so you designed it yourself?
Seth Crystal: Well I haven‘t seen them at all, and one of them is a „cougar/chameleon“
hybrid so he has an excuse to have green fur. o.O;
Seth Crystal: Yup, I designed everything you see myself.
Seth Crystal: I‘m proud of my fur because I painted it myself.
You: so, but why did you want to be a furry?
Seth Crystal: The reason for most people to be a furry is as varied as there are sub
cultures within the furry fandom.
You: i guess
Seth Crystal: I myself kind of see it as a semi-spiritual thing. In real life I have a lot in
common with cats.
You: like what?
Seth Crystal: I‘m lithe, graceful, have great balance, and I‘m very light on my feet.
Seth Crystal: When I run I make almost no noise.
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Seth Crystal: I‘ve also got great motion sight and a better than average low light vision.
Seth Crystal: Plus I have whiskers, but that‘s mostly due to being lazy and not shaving
as often as I should. >D
You: what´s whiskers?
Seth Crystal: Slightly long stubble.
Seth Crystal: It‘s beard hair that‘s under 2 mm.

Seth Crystal: And here is my bed, which I also made and scripted.
Seth Crystal: It‘s a multi-pose bed. Only two pose balls, multiple couples poses.
You: great - did you script this multy-posing then?
Seth Crystal: Yup
Seth Crystal: I‘m a gentleman, you don‘t have to worry about me. >)
You: ok :)
You: who´s that girl on the picture?
Seth Crystal: Which one?
You: well on the photo
Seth Crystal: That is Jany Flow, she‘s a fellow teacher at TeaZers U.
Seth Crystal: That picture was taken at a movie night. It was a joke moment, the
“Naked couch“ rule was in effect.
Seth Crystal: Residents of the naked couch must remove all their clothing. >)
You: :) > no problem for you :)
You: but still with glases :)
Seth Crystal: Well when I jumped into the movie night I had my tux on because I didn‘t
think the host would particularily like an anatomically correct furry sitting naked on his
furniture.
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You: so you are having fun here in sl :)
Seth Crystal: I‘m like a big teady bear, I like to cuddle.
Seth Crystal: You can feel free to lay down too.
Seth Crystal: I promise, I won‘t touch the sex poses. >)
You: ok, lets see
Seth Crystal: If you click on the bed you get a dialog for choosing new poses.
You: well - quite elaborate :)
Seth Crystal: Heh, in case that‘s sarcasm, the ﬁrst dialog is a means of dividing up
the poses into just cuddles and „wild sex“
Seth Crystal: I‘ve had a few people visit my bed and think there‘s only two poses. >D
You: no - it wasn´t meant to be sarcastic
You: which two poses?
Seth Crystal: Well I thank you for the compliment.
Seth Crystal: When you ﬁrst click on the bed you get a dialog that has two buttons,
“Cuddle“ and “Sex“
You: yes i saw that :) ok, so the people think there are only the two poses
Seth Crystal: Some people think that means there‘s only two poses, one for cuddling
(they assume this is the only cuddle) and the other for sex.
You: so are you having wild sex here a lot?
Seth Crystal: A lot, no. I HAVE had sex here though.
You: did you like it?
Seth Crystal: It‘s not as fulﬁlling as the physical act, but online it‘s less about the
feeling and more about the emotion.
You: what do you mean by the emotion?
Seth Crystal: Well sex is always a means of coming closer to your partner. In real life
that‘s physically as well as emotionally, but online you only have words to express
yourself and your feelings.
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You: yes i know :)
Seth Crystal: With some people, sex online is just a bunch of clicking sex parts to make
noises (an xcite penis for men, or vagina for females).
You: :)
Seth Crystal: But furries in particular, though some humans also enjoy it, prefer to type
all their actions out and leave the sounds their partner makes to their imagination.
You: so more the romantic type :)
Seth Crystal: Right.
Seth Crystal: I have a theory that all furries are writers, I‘ve yet to ﬁnd one that isn‘t
expressive in text.
Seth Crystal: As a result, furries are renouned lovers online. You aren‘t likely to ﬁnd
another group of people who can stimulate you the same way. >)
You: :)
You: so was that an offer?
Seth Crystal: I‘ve never “had“ a human on SL before, though I have made the offer to a
few. >3
Seth Crystal: But I‘m somewhat select with my partners, I like to know them ﬁrst.
You: so what does that mean?
Seth Crystal: Just talking.
Seth Crystal: I like to cuddle with everyone and talk, but I prefer to get to know my
sexual partners more than casual conversation.
You: very good :)
Seth Crystal: Get to know their views on life, what interests them.
You: yeah i guess that´s a good way
Seth Crystal: Most women ﬁnd it amazing to hear about a guy who doesn‘t want sex
with a willing female, most non-furries are confused that I‘m not trying to have sex with
them while they‘re on my bed.
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You: indeed that´s not very common. but btw - i´m none of these
willing women :)
Seth Crystal: >)
You: i´m just trying to check out what´s going on here :)
Seth Crystal: That‘s what I‘m doing. >)
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Alan Abrax: I was exploring a museum here with some nice modern art last night.
You: in ny?
Alan Abrax: no, on SL
You: really?
Alan Abrax: in NYC I have been a big fan of MoMA for years and years
You: where is the museum?
You: the MoMA is great
Alan Abrax: yes I can‘t wait for their Dada exhibition this spring.
Alan Abrax: it‘s behind you
You: thats the museum?
Alan Abrax: the ﬁrst 2 ﬂoors are kinda blah, but the upper ones have more modern stuff
You: it´s still building up
Alan Abrax: ok
You: ok, lets have a look
You: do you see everything already?
Alan Abrax: yes, I do
Alan Abrax: I will wait for you though :)
You: but it´s still a bit blurry, right?
You: i mean the pictures?
Alan Abrax: sure.. it helps if you move your mouse pointer over the picture
Alan Abrax: I was here last night so I already have the pictures on my cache
You: ok, good hint
Alan Abrax: it takes a while
You: is that actually allowed to put these pictures here?
Alan Abrax: no
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You: i love mark rothko!
Alan Abraxas: heh my roommate in college was an architect, and would do
Rothko imitations like that one
Alan Abraxas: he‘d do about 15-20 and leave them lying about on the ﬂoor for
people to step on
lmao = laughing my ass off
Alan Abraxas: lmao
You: did he give you one as a present?
Alan Abraxas: heheh he gave them away to anybody
You: so you say heheh instead of hihihi?
Alan Abraxas: yes, I mostly say hehehe
Alan Abraxas: maybe it is a US thing :)
You: so i better say hehehe, so people can understand me?
Alan Abraxas: possibly :)
You: ok :)
Alan Abraxas: although I have nothing against your own individual expressions :)
You: at least you would understand that, but others will always think i´m greeting
someone
Alan Abraxas: yes, it‘s true :)
You: :)
You: but i´m amazed - they really have interesting pictures here
Alan Abraxas: yes isn‘t it?
You: and it´s also some kind of education program
Alan Abraxas: I found this the best museum on SL
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Gretchen Havercamp: so, were you really busy here in sl?
Alan Abraxas: yes, for a bit.. but now I have rl to keep me busy lmao
Gretchen Havercamp: :)
Gretchen Havercamp: but still online!
Gretchen Havercamp: what have you been doing here?
Alan Abraxas: yes.. there is a big exhibition today with my photos
Gretchen Havercamp: what time?
Alan Abraxas: I have no idea :))
Gretchen Havercamp: how come?
Alan Abraxas: I don‘t even know where yet.. I‘m trying to ﬁnd out
Alan Abraxas: the person who is holding the exhibition may have announced
Alan Abraxas: I‘m checking now
Gretchen Havercamp: ok, if you know it - please tell me :)
Alan Abraxas: Ok, it is at Enigmatic Artworks at 8PM SL time
Gretchen Havercamp: 8 pm SL-Time is a bit too late for me:)
Gretchen Havercamp: But i´ll have a look tomorrow
Alan Abraxas: yeah me too lol
Alan Abraxas: k :)
Gretchen Havercamp: but why is it late for you?
Alan Abraxas: 11 pm
Alan Abraxas: that‘s when it starts
Gretchen Havercamp: okok :)
Gretchen Havercamp: but you have to be there as the artist :)
Alan Abraxas: I like my sleep nowadays.. and I have to go to the city in the morning
Alan Abraxas: well.. we‘ll just see about that lol
Gretchen Havercamp: so you won´t be there?
Alan Abraxas: maybe at the opening but not the whole thing
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Alan Abraxas: plus I‘m a bit sick of the organizer
Alan Abraxas: she thinks it should be my life.. but guess what, it isn‘t
Gretchen Havercamp: :)
Gretchen Havercamp: that´s really interesting Gretchen Havercamp: i have to go now, but maybe you can tell me later?
Alan Abraxas: have a good day :)
Gretchen Havercamp: you too!
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You: z.t. hört man ja, dass einige leute hier ihren kompletten lebensunterhalt
verdienen
Katrina Bergsted: anshe chung ja
Katrina Bergsted: lol
You: das ist die immobilien-lady?
Katrina Bergsted: genau
You: die kommt auch aus deutschland, oder?
Katrina Bergsted: wenn du richtig gutes zeug designst oder baust kommt schon was
rum
You: das ist ziemlich spannend...
Katrina Bergsted: es gibt auch ein zwei clubs die gutes geld verdienen
You: z.b. dieser heavens club, wo wir uns getroffen haben?
Katrina Bergsted: momentan bekommst du noch von linden geld wenn deine insel
von vielen leuten besucht wird
Katrina Bergsted: das soll sich aber im nächsten monat ändern
You: hast du den eindruck, dass das hier alles gut läuft?
You: ich meine die komplette sl welt?
Katrina Bergsted: minus dem sex ist es ganz witzig
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You: so but what are you doing exactly here?
Corinne Vargas: That‘s such a good question.
Corinne Vargas: I walk around the sim every day.
Corinne Vargas: Check on new folk
Corinne Vargas: Help folk with stuff.
Corinne Vargas: Sometimes I have projects like ﬁnding new vendors
You: and you get payed for that?
Corinne Vargas: I do.
Corinne Vargas: And handsomely.
Corinne Vargas: lol
You: who is paying you?
Corinne Vargas: Elphaba &
Corinne Vargas: I can‘t type Lol‘s name
You: and they are glad if people hang around here?
Corinne Vargas: They‘ve given me an animation for it.
Corinne Vargas: lol
Corinne Vargas: Very
Corinne Vargas: It‘s good work.
You: great!
Corinne Vargas: ARe you looking for work?
You: well, why not
Corinne Vargas: What I can do is give you a shout if anythng comes up here.
Corinne Vargas: They are after hosts for the nightclub.
Corinne Vargas: But if you don‘t have a powerful computer that might be a hassle for
you.
You: but i cannot really picture what you have to do
Corinne Vargas: I know
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Corinne Vargas: I couldn‘t when I started here.
Corinne Vargas: I think you have to be helpful and friendly.
You: so that people feel good and buy stuff?
Corinne Vargas: Well - it‘s more about them having a good experience of the Sim.
Corinne Vargas: Doesn‘t matter if they buy stuff.
Corinne Vargas: They‘ll tell their mates
Corinne Vargas: And that‘s all good.
You: but why would anyone pay you if they don´t get anything back?
Corinne Vargas: Well they do. All the time you spend here or anywhere - the people
who own the land get paid for.
Corinne Vargas: Dwell money.
Corinne Vargas: So if folks want to be here that‘s really good.
Corinne Vargas: That‘s why you want frequent change.
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Katrina Bergsted: hast du reales geld gewechselt?
You: ne, habe ich noch nicht
You: hast du?
Katrina Bergsted: ja 20 euro
Katrina Bergsted: ich bin kaufsüchtig :)
You: hier oder in real?
Katrina Bergsted: hier lol
You: weißt du, woher man hier ein grundstück bekommt?
Katrina Bergsted: gibt es zwei möglichkeiten
Katrina Bergsted: erstens du mietest ein grundstück
You: wo denn?
Katrina Bergsted: zweitens du kaufst ein grund stück von Linden
Katrina Bergsted: wenn du mietest steht meisten schon ein haus drauf
Katrina Bergsted: gib in ﬁnd rent house oder ground ein
Katrina Bergsted: willst du bauen?
You: ok - ich bin hier gerade ein bisschen überfordert, weil noch 2 auf der im-line sind
Katrina Bergsted: lol
Katrina Bergsted: ok ich lass dich in ruhe :)
You: nein, das war so nicht gemeint
Katrina Bergsted: ich weis aber ich weis auch wie nervig das sein kann chat und IM
You: ich fürchte nur ich bin nicht fähig zu so viel multiple tasking ;)
Katrina Bergsted: lol
You: lol
Katrina Bergsted: noch ein punkt wenn du land kaufen willst dann musst du premium
meber sein
Katrina Bergsted: das bedeutet monatliche kosten
You: aber ansonsten gibts doch auch einen monatlichen beitrag, oder?
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Katrina Bergsted: und du must monatlich eine gebühr je nach grösse des lands zahlen
You: ok, aber wenn du mietest zahlst du ja auch
Katrina Bergsted: wenn du premiuim meber bist bekommst du 500 L in der woche
You: bist du premium member?
Katrina Bergsted: ja aber premium mitglied sein bedeutet 72US$ im jahr
Katrina Bergsted: und 15US$ monatlich für 2048quadratmeter
You: hm, hast du schon was gebaut?
Katrina Bergsted: ja ich hatte ein stück land aber ich habs wieder verkauft
You: und wenn du mieten willst steht immer schon ein haus drauf?
Katrina Bergsted: meistens
You: hm...
Katrina Bergsted: jetzt wirds kompliziert
Katrina Bergsted: wenn du ein grundstück kaufst hat das ein sogenanntes prim limit
Katrina Bergsted: das heist wievel sachen du auf das grunsück stellen kannst ist begrenzt
You: ok
Katrina Bergsted: für ein vernunftiges haus brauchst du mindesten 2048 quadrameter
Katrina Bergsted: und das bedeutet 15us dollar monatlich plus premium mitgliedschaft
You: ok, verstehe...
Katrina Bergsted: weiss nicht ob du das unbedingt zahlen möchtest
You: das stimmt...
You: ich dachte nur, dass es vielleicht ganz interessant ist , ein bisschen zu bauen,...
Katrina Bergsted: es gibt sandboxes hier da kannst du bauen solang du möchtest
Katrina Bergsted: wie ist dein englisch?
You: ganz gut
Katrina Bergsted gave you TeaZers Island:: „You just never, TeaZer Isle (7, 143, 27).
Katrina Bergsted: auf dieser landmark gibt es viele klassen dort kannst du lernen zu
bauen - ist wie eine schule
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Bill Harvest: Behind you is my house
You: it´s beautiful with the ﬂowers
You: very nice!
Bill Harvest: Very much like spring isn‘t it?
You: yes - very much!
Bill Harvest: This is part of it too
Bill Harvest: This last part I just bought yesterday
You: so did you build the house yourself?
Bill Harvest: The fence with the purple ﬂowers is of my neighbour but it ﬁts perfectly
Bill Harvest: Yes I did
You: do you rent the ground?
Bill Harvest: No, It‘s mine
Bill Harvest: For 15$ a month or so
You: ah ok
You: do you spend a lot of time in sl?
Bill Harvest: An hour every day normally
Bill Harvest: The house is very minimalistic
You: nice!
You: do you have a prim limit here?
Bill Harvest: Yes, let me see...
Bill Harvest: 585 prims
You: how many have you used so far?
Bill Harvest: This is my bedroom, but you can‘t come there with stairs :)
You: sorry - i have some computer problems
You: i´m very slow
Bill Harvest: That‘s ok
Bill Harvest: This is the church
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Bill Harvest: It is very small as you can see
You: how come you built it?
Bill Harvest: I just wanted to build something
You: are you somehow connected to church,...?
Bill Harvest: Not at all. Only in my youth I went to church. Now only during
holidays abroad
Bill Harvest: It was just something to experiment with building
You: that´s cool
Bill Harvest: The relief at the end is of a picture I made in Autun in France
Bill Harvest: You can use your own photos as textures
You: great
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Ryley Beaver: Amen?? :-)
Gretchen Havercamp: yeah right :) this is quite amazing here :)
Ryley Beaver: why, whats going on?
Gretchen Havercamp: you wanna see?
Ryley Beaver: well, i hate churches, but tp me anyway
tp = teleport
Gretchen Havercamp: :)
Ryley Beaver: let‘s stick to im ok?
Gretchen Havercamp: sure
Ryley Beaver: so, whats going on?
Über einen Audio-LiveGretchen Havercamp: do you hear it?
Stream singt eine Frau ein
Ryley Beaver: damn...
amerikanisches Kirchenlied.
Ryley Beaver: yes i do.
Später liest der Pfarrer
aus der Bibel und hält eine
Ryley Beaver: lol
Predigt.
Gretchen Havercamp: lol
Gretchen Havercamp: very american!
Ryley Beaver: oh shit
Ryley Beaver: the concert yesterday was better
Gretchen Havercamp: :)
Ryley Beaver: ohhhhh SHIT!!!!!
Ryley Beaver: LOL
Gretchen Havercamp: LOL
Ryley Beaver: shall we undress? LOL
Gretchen Havercamp: here?
Gretchen Havercamp: LOL
Ryley Beaver: i was kidding.
Gretchen Havercamp: i know
Ryley Beaver: but everyone would be shocked
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Gretchen Havercamp: defenitely :)
Gretchen Havercamp: got new clothes - you like them?
Ryley Beaver: your boobs look big in those ;-)
Gretchen Havercamp: they look too big because they are too big :)
Ryley Beaver: but yes, i like the clothes
Ryley Beaver: why did you make them so big then? :-)
Gretchen Havercamp: i didn´t
Gretchen Havercamp: someone gave me that body
Ryley Beaver: oh i thought you did that yourself?
Ryley Beaver: is it part of the skin?
Gretchen Havercamp: no - it´s not part of the skin it´s additional
Ryley Beaver: ah ok.
Gretchen Havercamp: and i´m too lazy to redo it
Ryley Beaver: well, you look great!
Gretchen Havercamp: but maybe i will
Gretchen Havercamp: also the but is too big
Gretchen Havercamp: how do you spell but?
Gretchen Havercamp: i just never know if it´s but, butt, bud or budd
Ryley Beaver: it is butt
Gretchen Havercamp: ok
Gretchen Havercamp: so who´s singing here?
Ryley Beaver: tell me.. are you religious in RL?
Ryley Beaver: I don‘t know who is singing.. but he and she can stop LOL
Gretchen Havercamp: well, i´ve been and i´m still very interested in spirituality
Ryley Beaver: btw.. i got so stoned yesterday evening.
Gretchen Havercamp: stoned?
Ryley Beaver: i was born catholic. but didnt go to church since i was 15.
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Ryley Beaver: yes stoned. high
Gretchen Havercamp: well - i dislike many aspects of the church
Gretchen Havercamp: especially the women-policy
Gretchen Havercamp: i used to study theology
Ryley Beaver: i do too. people may believe what they want, but i dont like them forcing
stuff.
Ryley Beaver: and that‘s what they do.
Gretchen Havercamp: but i got fed up also from the people who studied it
Ryley Beaver: really? theology? but to study that you dont have to be religious
Gretchen Havercamp: no Gretchen Havercamp: actually it´s better not to be, because then it´s just
Ryley Beaver: a friend of mine, he used to study it too.
Gretchen Havercamp: a very interesting topic
Ryley Beaver: and he is far from religious
Gretchen Havercamp: well because i was too emotional i had to stop
Ryley Beaver: yes it is. i agree.
Ryley Beaver: you were too emotional?
Gretchen Havercamp: because i couldn´t handle the
Gretchen Havercamp: ... the - don´t know the word
Ryley Beaver: the „politics“ ?
Gretchen Havercamp: also the contradictions
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Benjamin Psaltery: If anyone would like to pray or receive prayer, the altar is open.
Holy Spirit - Righteousness, Peace, and Joy: Please right-click (or Apple-click if
you‘re a Mac user) this box and choose More > Take a Copy. Then pull the copy
out of your inventory to some place such as a sandbox or your own land, and touch
your copy to receive the Holy Spirit and instructions.
Benjamin Psaltery: Lord, thank you for loving us, and for bringing us all here
together today to celebrate the fact that you did not stay in that grave, and we too
can be “raised to newness of life“.
Benjamin Psaltery: Minister to each one here today, both today and throughout the
weeks and months to come.
Benjamin Psaltery: Draw each of us into a closer walk with you, so we can taste of
the peace and joy that comes only from you!
Benjamin Psaltery: And it‘s in Jesus‘ name we pray.
Benjamin Psaltery: Amen.
MichaelaAngelica Mommsen: /amen
Ayumi Sapeur: amen =-)
Theremes Langdon: amen
calmtommy Lowell: amen
Attrianna Czervik: amen
Jennifer Perhaps: amen
You: amen
Benjamin Psaltery: We can head next door for fellowship. :o) And if anyone needs
prayer, feel free to IM.
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